Introduction
============

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic, inflammatory-mediated, and secondary neurodegenerative disease of the central nervous system with an unpredictable and potentially disabling course.[@b1-ppa-11-1815] In Switzerland, around 10,000 persons are affected by MS.[@b2-ppa-11-1815] Disease-modifying treatments (DMTs) -- which can be either injectable (iDMTs), oral (oDMTs), or intravenous (ivDMTs) -- reduce relapse rates and slow disease progression.[@b1-ppa-11-1815],[@b3-ppa-11-1815] Fingolimod (Gilenya^®^; Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) was the first oDMT, approved in Switzerland as first-line treatment in 2011.[@b4-ppa-11-1815]

Adherence to MS treatment is important to achieve the full benefit of DMT. Several studies have shown that missing doses are associated with more relapses, greater health-resource use, and higher health care costs.[@b5-ppa-11-1815]--[@b14-ppa-11-1815] Similarly, nonpersistence has been shown to be associated with more inpatient admissions and emergency-room visits.[@b13-ppa-11-1815] According to the World Health Organization, adherence is "the extent to which a person's behavior -- taking a medication, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes -- corresponds with agreed recommendations from a health care provider.[@b15-ppa-11-1815]"

The International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) Medication Compliance and Persistence Special Interest Group recommends the term "medication compliance" for medication-taking behavior, or interchangeably the term "adherence".[@b16-ppa-11-1815] The European Ascertaining Barriers to Compliance (ABC) project team advocates the term "adherence to medications" as an overall term, which is further differentiated into the three components of "initiation", "implementation", and "discontinuation".[@b17-ppa-11-1815] Implementation is the term to describe those aspects of medication-taking with regard to frequency, dosage, and timing, and the ISPOR and ABC conceptualizations of adherence differ in this respect. Both groups agree on the definition of persistence as the length of time from the first to the last dose of a medication. Specific to MS, in 2014 the Adherence in Multiple Sclerosis (ADAMS) consensus group recommended the term "adherence" instead of "compliance" to avoid the latter's implication of paternalism.[@b18-ppa-11-1815]

Adherence to fingolimod treatment is important, since periods of treatment interruption followed by unmonitored reinitiation can result in unsupervised first-dose adverse cardiac events. Implementation of fingolimod has been examined in six retrospective previous studies.[@b19-ppa-11-1815]--[@b22-ppa-11-1815] Agashivala et al found patients with fingolimod to be significantly more adherent than patients with iDMTs. Patients treated with fingolimod had a medication-possession ratio (MPR) of 0.9 and proportion of days covered ratio of 0.8 over 1 year.[@b19-ppa-11-1815] Bergvall et al found a lower risk of being nonadherent over 1 year among fingolimod users compared to users of iDMTs.[@b20-ppa-11-1815] In contrast, Higuera et al found that patients with oDMTs were not more likely to be adherent than patients with iDMTs, which have flu-like symptoms as the main side effect.[@b21-ppa-11-1815] Likewise, Burks et al did not find a difference in implementation between oDMT and iDMT users.[@b5-ppa-11-1815] In contrast, users of iDMTs showed a significantly higher mean MPR than oDMT users in a study by Munsell et al (mean MPR 0.69 vs 0.68, *P*=0.0002), whereas the proportion of adherent patients (MPR ≥0.8) did not differ significantly between the groups. The route of administration -- oDMT or iDMT -- was not a significant predictor of adherence.[@b22-ppa-11-1815] In a study comparing oDMTs, ie fingolimod, dimethyl fumarate (Tecfidera^®^; Biogen, Cambridge, MA, USA), and teriflunomide (Aubagio^®^; Sanofi Genzyme, Cambridge, MA, USA), over 1 year, patients taking fingolimod were more adherent than patients taking other oDMTs regarding both implementation and persistence.[@b23-ppa-11-1815]

In this study, which adopted largely the ABC framework for adherence, we aimed to investigate long-term implementation of oral fingolimod prospectively in a clinical and investigator-initiated setting. The primary objective was to measure implementation of fingolimod over the 2 years following treatment initiation. Secondary objectives were to evaluate changes in implementation rates in nonadherent patients after participation in an adherence-support program, differences in implementation between new and experienced users of DMTs, and persistence over the 2 years following treatment initiation. A fourth secondary objective concerned the effects of a patient-education program delivered at treatment start. These findings have been reported elsewhere.[@b24-ppa-11-1815]

Materials and methods
=====================

Study design, subjects, and setting
-----------------------------------

This investigator-initiated, prospective, observational, single-center, nurse-led cohort study was performed at the MS Center of the University Hospital Basel (Basel, Switzerland). Between June 2012 and September 2014, all patients initiating fingolimod at the center were screened for eligibility. Eligible were patients with relapsing MS who were at least 18 years old and spoke sufficient German to understand the informed-consent form. Excluded were patients referred by external neurologists and those unable to provide consent. Also excluded were patients with protocol-defined moderate--severe cognitive deficits. Patients who declined to participate were asked if they were willing to give the same demographic data as participants and their reason for nonparticipation.

Data collection
---------------

Implementation was measured every 6 months over 2 years, ie, at months 6, 12, 18, and 24, until August 2016. Study data were collected in meetings of 5--10 minutes before or after the regular consultation with the neurologist; study visits did not require separate appointments. A few days before the visit, participants were reminded to bring their current fingolimod package to the visit.

Implementation data were captured in a standardized way in a procedure called minimal-adherence intervention, which was implemented by the nurses who performed the study. The aim was to influence patients in their medication-taking behavior in a predefined and limited way. The following steps of the data-capture procedure are known to have adherence-enhancing effects: participants received immediate feedback about their implementation rates, they were asked to rate the number of capsules missed in the past 6 months, which raised their awareness of possibly missed doses, and as necessary, adherence goal setting for the next 6 months was encouraged. The nurses approached the patients in a nonjudgmental way, eg, by not judging implementation rates, not proposing improvement or goals, and not insisting on changes in how patients arranged their intake. The nurses had been trained for the minimal-adherence intervention by the first author before study start, and mutual observation with feedback on consistency of delivery was performed several times in the study's first year.

Outcome measures
----------------

### Implementation rates

Fingolimod is a capsule of 0.5 mg taken once daily. It is available in packages of 28 and 98 capsules. Capsules are arranged in rows of seven, with each day of the week (Monday through Sunday) imprinted alongside each row to assist patients with their daily intake.

Implementation was measured by means of a triangulated method: first, refill data of the past 6 months were retrieved, then a pill count was done during the study visit, and lastly deviations like pills-in-the-pocket were reconciled through patient self-report. Refill data were retrieved before study visits, either from the Swiss umbrella organization of health insurers (SVK) or the pharmacies of the participants. All participants had given written consent for data retrieval. Pill counts were done in the presence of the patient during the study visits based on the current package in use by the patients. In addition, patients were asked about capsules lost or destroyed and about capsules stored at other places (eg, handbags, at vacation homes, at work). Reconciliation of such deviations was done before the pill count and before entry into the Excel-based adherence-calculator. The resulting implementation rate was available immediately and shared with patients.

Implementation rates were based on the proportion of days covered.[@b25-ppa-11-1815],[@b26-ppa-11-1815] This was calculated as the percentage of capsules possessed at the beginning of a measurement period minus the number of capsules possessed at the end of a measurement period relative to capsules prescribed, rounded to one decimal place (see [Figure 1](#f1-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="fig"} for the equation). Additional methodological information is included in the Supplementary material.

### Implementation categories

Implementation was divided into four categories: optimally adherent, perfectly adherent, suboptimally adherent, and nonadherent (see [Table 1](#t1-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="table"}). Optimal implementation was defined as having missed at most seven pills per 183 days, which corresponds to missing at most one capsule per package of 28 capsules (≥96.2% of doses). Suboptimal implementation was defined as missing between more than seven but at most 26 capsules per 183 days. This corresponds to missing between one and four capsules per package, or missing between half and two packages per year (\<96.2% but ≥85.8% of doses). Nonadherent implementation was defined as missing more than 26 capsules in 183 days, corresponding to missing more than one capsule per week or around two packages per year. This translates into \<85.8% of doses, which is consistent with the cutoff of 85% used by Steinberg et al.[@b11-ppa-11-1815] Perfect implementation was defined by 100% implementation or taking exactly one capsule per day.

The cutoff for nonadherence of 85.8%, or missing more than one capsule per week, was defined by querying the center's nurses and physicians. The widely used cutoff of 80% seemed not strict enough for a pill that has to be taken once daily. However, fingolimod allows some "generosity": a half-life of 6--9 days and a broad therapeutic window make dosing errors in amount and time quite "forgivable", and hence staff settled on the 85.8% cutoff.[@b27-ppa-11-1815]

### Change in implementation rate after an adherence-support program

In cases of nonadherence, participants were offered an adherence-support program of one to three sessions that followed the guidelines of "adherence therapy", an internationally acknowledged program.[@b28-ppa-11-1815] The implementation rate in the subsequent measurement period was compared to the previous one.

### Differences between new and experienced DMT users

Patients who took fingolimod as first DMT were compared in terms of implementation and persistence with patients who switched from other DMTs to fingolimod. In addition, we compared patients who were treated with only iDMTs before switching to fingolimod with those who switched from an ivDMT (excluding three patients who received an iDMT between the ivDMT and fingolimod).

### Persistence

Persistence was the length of time that patients took fingolimod from the first dose until study end or until discontinuing fingolimod for an unknown period of time by decision of the patient and/or the neurologist. Reasons for discontinuing fingolimod were recorded. They were grouped into five categories: adverse events leading to contraindication for fingolimod (eg, macular edema), pregnancy (planned or unplanned), lack of efficacy (agreed upon between neurologist and patient), perceived adverse events that made a patient want to stop, and patient wish to stop any treatment.

Statistical methods
-------------------

The sample size for the study was calculated in advance to allow the estimation of the implementation rate with accuracy precision of a 95% CI of 6%. Based on literature before 2011, it was estimated that 60% of participants would be optimally adherent, 20% suboptimally adherent, and 20% nonadherent. Including a total of 98 patients was estimated to be sufficient to assure 78 evaluable cases at a dropout rate of 20%. Dropout would include nonpersistent patients.

The full-analysis set comprised all participants who signed the informed consent and took at least one capsule of fingolimod. The "at least one follow-up" set included all participants with at least one follow-up visit. All analyses were performed using R version 3.4.0 and using available data only;[@b29-ppa-11-1815] no imputation of missing values was performed.

Continuous patient baseline characteristics, as well as raw implementation rates per visit, were summarized through the mean and first and third quartiles of distribution. Categorical variables were reported as frequency distributions and percentages. We compared groups using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for continuous and Fisher's exact test for categorical variables.

Mean implementation rates at each follow-up visit and over 2 years were estimated via logistic regression models with an intercept only. Predicted values with 95% CIs were provided. To compare between groups, a categorical grouping variable was added to the model as a predictor. Summing of all prescribed and taken pills over 2 years was done based on available values; missing visits were ignored. The effect of time on implementation was examined using generalized estimation equations (GEEs) with an unstructured correlation matrix. Implementation rate at each visit was used as outcome, and follow-up time as predictor. Robust standard errors were estimated using the sandwich estimator. As a sensitivity analysis, a GEE with an exchangeable correlation matrix was fitted to the data. Implementation categories were reported per number of participants in each category for each visit and over 2 years. Since only one patient was nonadherent, and in one visit only, the effect of the planned support program for nonadherent patients could not be evaluated.

The cumulative incidence of nonpersistence was calculated via Kaplan--Meier estimates and compared between groups using the log-rank test. Participants were censored at the last known day of taking fingolimod or at their last follow-up date. The reasons for discontinuation were summarized in a table.

Ethics statement
----------------

Participants gave written consent after treatment initiation and after appropriate time to decide on study participation. The study was approved by the ethics committee of northwestern and central Switzerland (EKNZ).

Results
=======

Between June 2012 and September 2014, 160 patients initiated fingolimod at the center, of which 112 were eligible for study participation. Fourteen persons declined to participate, and thus 98 were included in the study ([Figure 2](#f2-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="fig"}). Participants' characteristics have been described elsewhere, and are summarized in [Table 2](#t2-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="table"}.[@b24-ppa-11-1815] Almost 80% were women (n=78). The median age was 41 (IQR~1--3~ 31--46) years, ranging 22--71 years. Median time since diagnosis was 4.6 (IQR~1--3~ 1--11.4) years; the minimum was 2 months and the maximum 36.4 years. Fifty-nine percent lived with a partner, 41% lived alone, 40% had a university degree, and all others had polytechnic degrees or vocational training.

Approximately two-thirds of participants (68.4%) had received other MS treatments before and were experienced DMT users, whereas for about a third (31.6%) fingolimod was the first MS treatment. Three-quarters (76%) of the experienced DMT users switched to fingolimod from iDMTs and a quarter (24%) from ivDMTs. All but four previous ivDMT users had used iDMTs as well.

There were no significant differences in patient characteristics between participants and the ten patients who declined to participate but provided demographic data. Self-reported implementation rates during the last month of the previous DMT were not analyzed: none of the nonparticipants had indicated missing a dose, whereas ten participants had indicated having missed between one and 30 doses.

Implementation rates
--------------------

Implementation was very high, with low variation. The mean estimated implementation rate over 2 years was 98.61%, with a narrow 95% CI (98.51--98.7). The slight variations between the four measurement time points are displayed in [Table 3](#t3-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 3](#f3-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="fig"}. There was no evidence that implementation rates decreased over time. The GEE with the unstructured correlation matrix analysis showed that implementation rates were lower at all visits following the first visit at month 6 ([Table 4](#t4-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="table"}). For month 12, the reduction was statistically significant, but not strongly so (*P*=0.041), and when compared to a sensitivity analysis using an exchangeable correlation matrix, statistical significance disappeared (*P*=0.54).

Adherence categories
--------------------

Of the 329 measurements performed, 88.8% demonstrated optimal adherence and 11% suboptimal adherence, and one single measurement was classified as nonadherence ([Table 5](#t5-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="table"}). Among all measurements showing optimal adherence, 45.6% displayed perfect adherence. Eighteen patients did not miss any capsules over the 2-year study period. Eleven measurements showed more than 100% intake: nine measurements showed one and two measurements showed three excess capsules. No significant differences in patient characteristics were found between optimally adherent and suboptimally adherent participants.

Effectiveness of a support program for nonadherent participants
---------------------------------------------------------------

The single patient who was nonadherent at month 12 (minus 27 capsules) accepted a phone call by the first author. At the next visit, the patient had missed distinctly fewer pills (eight). There were three patient measurements near the nonadherence threshold: 85.9%, 87.2%, and 87%.

Comparison of implementation between new and experienced users of DMTs
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Implementation rates of new DMT users were generally higher than those of experienced users, and this was consistent across all time points. ORs were significant for month 12 and the whole study period. Overall, new users were 1.29 times more likely to take a prescribed capsule than experienced users (OR 1.29, 95% CI 1.11--1.51; *P*\<0.001) ([Figure 4](#f4-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="fig"}). All new DMT users, except for two, were newly diagnosed MS patients. In contrast, no significant differences were found between the two user groups with regard to persistence.

In patients previously treated with DMTs, those prescribed ivDMTs (natalizumab \[Tysabri^®^; Biogen\] or mitoxantrone \[Novantron^®^; Meda Pharma GmbH, Wangen-Brütisellen, Switzerland\]) showed a higher probability of taking a pill compared to those prescribed iDMTs (IFNβ-1b \[Betaferon^®^; Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany\], IFNβ-1a subcutaneously \[Rebif^®^; Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany\] and intramuscularly \[Avonex^®^; Biogen\], and glatiramer acetate \[Copaxone^®^; Teva Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Petach Tikva, Israel\]), resulting in higher implementation rates ([Figure 4](#f4-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="fig"}). The difference was the greatest in the first 6 (OR 3.33, 95% CI 1.88--6.57; *P*\<0.001) and 12 months (OR 1.97, 95% CI 1.22--3.38; *P*=0.009). With time, the difference between ivDMT and iDMT users diminished, and at 18 months was no longer significant. Over 2 years, ivDMT users were 1.85 (95% CI 1.44--2.41) times more likely to take a prescribed pill than iDMT users (*P*\<0.001). Because of the small number of patients and the multiple testing, these results should be interpreted with caution. Similarly, the varying number of patients in each model makes comparisons across time points difficult, though the trend seems stable.

Persistence
-----------

Altogether, 19 participants (19.4%) discontinued fingolimod in the 2 years following treatment initiation. Seven patients discontinued in the first 6-month interval, followed by three in months 7--12, five in months 13--18, and four in months 19--24. An additional three participants dropped out and were lost to follow-up, and it is unknown whether or not they continued fingolimod. The cumulative incidence of nonpersistence with time, displayed as Kaplan--Meier estimates, is shown in [Figure 5](#f5-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="fig"}.

Nonpersistence was relatively stable over time. Reasons for discontinuation are summarized in [Table 6](#t6-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="table"}. Of the 19 participants who discontinued fingolimod, eight switched directly to an alternative therapy, five interrupted treatment for pregnancy, and six stopped treatment without immediate intention to initiate an alternative treatment. Post hoc analysis showed that all except for one initiated alternative treatment at a later time.

Dropouts
--------

Numbers and reasons for dropout are displayed in [Figure 2](#f2-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="fig"}. Two patients attended the first visit, but did not bring their packages. They stated they were willing to send a photo of their packages, but they did not do so, despite several attempts at contact by the nurses. Neither patient showed up for the month-12 neurological consultation or study visits. After several more attempts at contact, they were registered as dropouts. Their pharmacy-refill data revealed that they were still persistent at month 6, but had stopped buying fingolimod before month 12. Their refill pattern also revealed that between months 6 and 12 they lacked 29 and 41 capsules, respectively, to cover all prescribed days. Therefore, both participants were nonadherent and nonpersistent. See also the Supplementary material for additional results.

Discussion
==========

Implementation rates showed very high results at a mean of 98.6% over 2 years, with 88.8% of measurements determined as optimally adherent and 45.6% perfectly adherent. A quarter of persistent patients did not miss a single capsule in 2 years. Nonadherence -- at a cutoff of 85.8% -- was observed in only a single case. Implementation rates did not change significantly over time. Nineteen percent of patients discontinued treatment with fingolimod during 2 years after treatment initiation. New DMT users were significantly more adherent than experienced users, but not more persistent.

Implementation
--------------

High mean adherence rates ≥90% and high percentages of adherent patients at cutoffs of 80% and 90% have been reported in other recent long-term studies on MS DMTs.[@b6-ppa-11-1815],[@b7-ppa-11-1815],[@b13-ppa-11-1815],[@b30-ppa-11-1815]--[@b35-ppa-11-1815] In five studies, implementation was assessed by means of electronically recorded real-time administration data (RebiSmart^®^).[@b7-ppa-11-1815],[@b30-ppa-11-1815],[@b32-ppa-11-1815],[@b34-ppa-11-1815],[@b35-ppa-11-1815] Two studies captured implementation on the basis of monthly self-reports, which is likely to have increased adherence by decreasing forgetfulness, the main reason for suboptimal implementation.[@b6-ppa-11-1815],[@b33-ppa-11-1815] Five studies were retrospective,[@b7-ppa-11-1815],[@b13-ppa-11-1815],[@b32-ppa-11-1815],[@b34-ppa-11-1815],[@b35-ppa-11-1815] while four were prospective.[@b6-ppa-11-1815],[@b30-ppa-11-1815],[@b31-ppa-11-1815],[@b33-ppa-11-1815] In two studies, nurses or pharmacists provided some form of patient-adherence support.[@b6-ppa-11-1815],[@b31-ppa-11-1815] In contrast, we measured adherence at 6-month intervals without electronic methods, and apart from the support at the start of treatment, without specific nurse support.

Since our study was not a randomized trial and did not include a control group, one can only speculate as to why implementation rates were so high. Among possible reasons are 1) the influence of adherence-enhancing elements, such as the patient-education program at treatment start or the minimal-adherence intervention during study visits; 2) the drug's tolerability and ease of administration; 3) specific features of the mainly Swiss population and its culturally inherent behaviors, such as reliability; 4) a sense of appreciation and responsibility by the patients for a highly expensive treatment provided first-line; or 5) very high intrinsic motivation to be adherent on the part of patients. Alternately, it is also possible that the design of the study may have induced biases.

Previous research supports the assumption that well-informed patients are significantly more adherent than less informed patients.[@b36-ppa-11-1815] Conceivably, academic centers like ours may have better access to evidence-based and up-to-date MS information. In addition, they may also be more likely to offer targeted patient education. However, the limited evidence on whether MS-patient education is better or translates into better adherence in academic vs nonacademic centers may suggest otherwise, and the issue requires further study. Our finding that educational levels did not differ between optimally and suboptimally adherent patients is in line with several studies in the MS population,[@b37-ppa-11-1815]--[@b40-ppa-11-1815] whereas in two MS studies patients with university degrees were less likely to be adherent.[@b41-ppa-11-1815],[@b42-ppa-11-1815] While Phillips et al reported higher odds of adherence in patients with full insurance coverage, the high implementation rates in our study were found in spite the fact that patients paid the equivalent of at least US\$990 per year out-of-pocket.[@b43-ppa-11-1815]

One reason for the observed high adherence rates may have been the measurement methods. It is remarkable that in MS adherence research, the highest implementation rates have tended to be reported in studies using an electronic monitoring method (RebiSmart), though Medication Event Monitoring Systems (MEMS) are known to yield lower implementation rates than other methods.[@b37-ppa-11-1815],[@b44-ppa-11-1815] A recent scoping review found a significant difference between MEMS and nonelectronic methods in 80% of studies in which different methods were used: self-report overestimated implementation by 17%, pill count by 8%, and ratings by 6%.[@b44-ppa-11-1815] In an MS study, Bruce et al reported that self-reports and diaries overestimated adherence compared to electronic syringe-disposal monitoring.[@b37-ppa-11-1815] Triangulation of different methods has been proposed by other researchers, especially considering that studies comparing different assessment methods have failed to identify one that is clearly superior to other methods.[@b45-ppa-11-1815],[@b46-ppa-11-1815] A such, our choice was to use a triangulation method, aiming for high precision in measuring implementation.

There is a growing trend to use exclusively large databases (eg, refill, payment claims) to perform retrospective studies. While such analyses may be generalizable as to implementation rates, clinical precision is a problem. Prospective studies, on the other hand, are time-consuming and prone to biases as well, and these may lead to higher adherence rates than unobtrusive methods, such as database analyses: 1) Hawthorne effect of behaving differently when being observed, applicable to both study participants and clinicians and researchers; 2) social desirability bias; 3) "white-coat adherence" of resuming highly adherent behavior shortly before a visit; and 4) difficulties in separating diagnostic measurement from intervention. Moreover, nonrandomized prospective adherence studies with voluntary participants are prone to an inherent selection bias, with adherent persons potentially being more likely to participate than nonadherent persons. Our impression of the patients in our study is that their intrinsic motivation was very high and exceeded the potential biases, and that this may explain the high implementation rates.

It is important to reconcile the findings on adherence-implementation rates from our uncontrolled observational study with data from trials on fingolimod, in particular with regard to drug- and disease-specific cutoffs that are clinically meaningful.[@b11-ppa-11-1815],[@b17-ppa-11-1815] In pivotal drug trials, usually neither is efficacy adjusted for adherence nor is the threshold of efficacy loss defined. Further, adherence is generally overestimated in clinical trials, especially in Phase II and Phase III clinical trials performed in ambulatory settings without exact adherence monitoring. Without knowledge of actual adherence, this may lead to an underestimation of (pharmacological) benefits and harms of new drugs.[@b47-ppa-11-1815],[@b48-ppa-11-1815] In the pivotal fingolimod trials, adherence was monitored by pill count. It was assumed that participants would take 100% of their capsules, with a non-adherence margin of 20% accepted. However, there are no validated adherence cutoffs for either fingolimod or other MS DMTs. Retrospective studies based on implementation and relapse data have tried to validate adherence cutoffs, but without much conclusiveness. For instance, Steinberg et al found the risk for relapse to be significantly higher at a cutoff \<70% versus 85%.[@b11-ppa-11-1815] For patients on the same iDMT, Cohen et al noted the fewest relapses and the highest proportion of relapse-free patients at a cutoff ≥90%.[@b6-ppa-11-1815] Oleen-Burkey et al found the risk of relapse to decline with increasing adherence: it was significantly lower at an MPR of at least 70% in comparison to lower cutoffs in the 2 years after treatment initiation of glatiramer acetate and even lower at a cutoff of 95%.[@b10-ppa-11-1815] While these results represent a range of potentially adequate implementation rates, the variability does not provide much guidance for clinical practice. Pivotal trials would indeed benefit from drug- and disease-specific thresholds of efficacy loss that are adjusted for adherence and evaluated on the basis of pharmacokinetic properties.

As to measurement methods, clinical trials in MS would benefit from recording adherence electronically,[@b37-ppa-11-1815],[@b47-ppa-11-1815],[@b48-ppa-11-1815] but best if triangulated with other methods. In fact, there seems to be an assumption among clinicians and researchers that perfect adherence is necessary and that any deviation from the prescribed regimen is by definition problematic, whereas a drug's effectiveness may be achieved with less than 100% adherence. For certain drugs, there may be a (small) drug-or class-specific nonadherence margin to buffer against the occasional missed dose, whereas for other drugs there is virtually no margin. To take life-critical situations as an example, in the organ-transplant setting it has long been known that subclinical noncompliance with immunosuppressive therapy (ie, minor deviations from twice-daily intake of immunosuppressants, as measured by electronic monitoring) has been associated with major graft complications.[@b49-ppa-11-1815],[@b50-ppa-11-1815] In the setting of chronic myeloid leukemia, there is some margin for time deviations from daily intake schedules of imatinib;[@b51-ppa-11-1815] however, there is probabilistically no margin for nonadherence over time without putting cytogenetic and molecular response at risk.[@b52-ppa-11-1815]

Therefore, further research is needed to understand why some MS study populations achieve very high adherence rates and others do not. Clinically meaningful cutoffs for the threshold of efficacy loss in MS treatments are required.[@b11-ppa-11-1815],[@b17-ppa-11-1815] Better reporting of adherence-measurement methods has been argued.[@b45-ppa-11-1815],[@b53-ppa-11-1815],[@b54-ppa-11-1815] A debate and coordinated strategy on study designs and measurement methods for MS adherence research would be beneficial, in order to save resources for both researchers and study participants.

An important implication of the high implementation rates observed in our study and perhaps counter to the prevailing beliefs is that investing significant effort in enhancing adherence should not necessarily be promoted intensely at the start of therapy, depending on the population, the standard of care, and the "forgiveness" of a drug. Rather, our study suggests advising most patients to preserve their excellent implementation behavior and to focus instead on the few patients who in fact do have drug-intake problems. This could be achieved by the relatively simple and cost-efficient approaches practiced in our study, eg, talking with patients about organizing drug intake, recognizing facilitating factors and obstacles, pills taken, and pills missed and why. In the process, treatment expectations along with knowledge about MS and beliefs about medicines could be addressed.

In turn, this implies that we should have good methods for detecting and predicting suboptimal implementation. Perhaps surprisingly, in our study the most nonadherent patients did not show up for their appointments. Hancock et al found significant correlations between missed, cancelled, and no-show appointments and poor adherence.[@b55-ppa-11-1815] Therefore, it is recommended to have effective strategies in place for patients who do not show for appointments. Moreover, to date numerous predictors of nonadherence have been identified in MS adherence studies, but no easy-to-use screening tool for predicting suboptimal implementation has been developed, whereas recently a proposition has been presented for identifying patients at risk of nonpersistence.[@b56-ppa-11-1815] Future studies should also consider whether patients' adherence prior to a DMT switch is predictive of outcome after switching to a further DMT. In this, it will be important to consider the application form (iDMTs, oDMTs, or ivDMTs), that it is not unusual for patients to take a drug holiday around the time of a switch, and that patient recall of prior adherence could be subject to recall bias.

Even if electronic measurement is considered a possible gold standard, "objective control" is not the aim of health care professionals (HCPs) when assessing adherence. Recent qualitative research emphasizes the importance of trust in and a positive relationship with HCPs to adherence.[@b57-ppa-11-1815],[@b58-ppa-11-1815] This elicits other important motivators, like health beliefs, perception of illness control, fear of side effects or disease progression, treatment education, prescriber attitude, and individualized care.[@b57-ppa-11-1815],[@b58-ppa-11-1815] HCPs can facilitate adherence by creating an open space of communication that helps patients to speak about their adherence behavior without being judged or threatened, free of pressure and intrusive advice. HCPs can help patients explore their motivations on treatment and to set individual and realistic implementation goals that are adapted to lifestyle and treatment expectations.

In the present study, implementation was stable over time. This finding is supported by several other recent studies over periods of 1--3 years.[@b7-ppa-11-1815],[@b32-ppa-11-1815],[@b34-ppa-11-1815],[@b35-ppa-11-1815] New users of DMTs, mainly people newly diagnosed with MS, were more likely to be adherent than experienced users. Though speculative, new users may be more motivated, having more hope in a drug's efficacy and holding less disappointment from prior experiences of lack of efficacy. However, they may also have less realistic expectations, though in our sample both groups had the same educational session on the treatment with fingolimod. Interestingly, previous ivDMT users were more likely to be adherent than those treated only with iDMTs before switching to fingolimod. One possible reason could be that patients with second-line ivDMTs might value treatments more because they have fewer options left than those on first-line treatments. At the same time, they may have experienced better efficacy with natalizumab and mitoxantrone than with injectable treatments and might thus be more motivated to adhere. Alternately, it may also be that better adherence at the beginning of oDMT treatment is triggered by the experience of drug administration under the observation of HCPs.

Persistence
-----------

Discontinuation rates of 10% after 1 year and 20% after 2 years are in line with other recent reports of persistence with fingolimod when used as a first-line DMT.[@b59-ppa-11-1815],[@b60-ppa-11-1815] Interestingly, in a German MS center where fingolimod is prescribed as second-line treatment, discontinuation was slightly but not distinctly lower: 5% after 1 year and 15% after 2 years.[@b61-ppa-11-1815] Caution is indicated when interpreting discontinuation rates: nonpersistence with DMTs in MS does not necessarily represent nonadherent behavior. If patients discontinue fingolimod because of macular edema or pregnancy, they demonstrate adherent behavior. Even discontinuing a DMT because of side effects does not need to be considered nonpersistence per se, as long as the patient changes to another treatment. Today's choice between several DMTs offers the possibility of finding one that works best with regard to efficacy, side effects, and convenience.

From a broader clinical point of view, persistence with treatment implies the time of being treated with one appropriate MS treatment. In MS persistence research, it is useful to distinguish among different forms of persistence behavior and to clearly define each. Truly nonpersistent patients requiring the attention of HCPs are those who stop their treatment by their own decision and do not reinitiate with an alternative treatment. This is the group that could benefit from interventions, though nonpersistence -- just like nonadherence -- might be the result of a person's deliberate decision deserving respect and acceptance. Bruce et al developed a telephone counseling intervention to reinitiate DMT for patients who discontinued DMT against medical advice.[@b62-ppa-11-1815]

In this study, no difference was found in discontinuation rates between new users of DMTs and experienced users, whereas Fernandez-Fournier et al found a 2.8-fold higher risk of discontinuation for new users of glatiramer acetate than for experienced users.[@b63-ppa-11-1815] Similarly, Esposti et al found the risk of nonpersistence was lower in experienced users of iDMTs than in new users (adjusted OR 0.59, 95% CI 0.43--0.79).[@b64-ppa-11-1815] A possible explanation may lie in the route of administration: for newly diagnosed patients initiating their first MS treatment, it may be more difficult to sustain a treatment by injection than an oral regimen. This is supported by Agashivala et al showing that new users of fingolimod were more likely to be persistent than new users of injectable DMTs.[@b19-ppa-11-1815]

Limitations and strengths
-------------------------

The observational nature of this single-center study allows only limited generalizations to other settings. Generalization is limited by the specific drug-education session that our patients received at treatment start. Generalization to other countries is limited by the use of fingolimod as first-line treatment in Switzerland. Implementation behavior might be different in countries with second-line approval. The locus (community versus hospital pharmacy) and the extent of pharmaceutical care provided by the dispensing pharmacist may also influence implementation behavior. Several studies have attested to the important role of the pharmacist in MS care, and this too needs further study. The prospective, uncontrolled design of the study is prone to various biases, and may have overestimated implementation. No clinical measurements were included. Strengths of the study are the careful measurement method and integration into a routine care setting.

Conclusion
==========

The MS population in our study showed stable, high implementation rates over 2 years. Targeted adherence interventions should be reserved for those patients who have difficulty with regular drug intake. For the majority, facilitation by HCPs in preserving patients' high adherence behavior may suffice, especially for new users of DMTs, who are more likely to be adherent than experienced users. Special attention should be paid to patients not showing up for appointments and to those who stop treatment without intention to reinitiate.

Supplementary materials
=======================

Materials and methods
---------------------

### Outcome measures

#### Implementation rates

In addition to the calculation method, capsules lost or destroyed were subtracted from the number of pills possessed. Capsules stored at other places were added to the number of pills left. Medication intake on the day of the study visit, ie, before or after the study visit, was accounted for. Prescription alterations, eg, intake only every second day, were reflected by adapting the denominator to the actual number of days prescribed. The denominator had variable value, because study visits did not take place exactly every 183 days. A visit window of ±3 weeks was allowed.

If participants forgot to bring their package, or if the regular consultation had to be planned outside the study-visit window, participants were asked to send a photo of the package by SMS or email. The rest of the visit was done by phone or email. Exceptionally, information by telephone was accepted, but everything was done to get an "objective" image of the number of capsules left in the package.

No gaps between the first prescription and the first intake had to be considered, as the study started with the first dose taken under observation. Timing of implementation was of no relevance. In the patient-education program at treatment initiation, patients were taught to take the capsule at the same time of the day as much as possible. If they forgot to do so, they might either take it later the same day or omit it until the next day.

As an example of calculating the implementation rate, between the study visits of January 1 and July 1, 2014 (181 days), a patient refills two packages of 98 capsules. In the previous measurement period, 20 capsules had been left in the package. On July 1, the patient has already taken the capsule in the morning and has 33 capsules left in his current package. He keeps two capsules in his work office. One capsule has been squeezed, and he has thrown it away. Therefore, the implementation rate is: $$\frac{20 + 2 \times 98 - 1 - 33 - 2 - 1 \times 100}{181} = 99\%$$and as such, two capsules were missed.

The study's simple and easy-to-perform method was chosen because electronic measurement was not feasible at the time the study was designed: electronic smart packages were not available yet, and a MEMS was not affordable. Comparing medication intake with plasma concentration levels was not feasible, due to the lack of a clear correlation (personal communication from the manufacturer).

#### Dropout

Other reasons than discontinuing fingolimod could lead to study dropout, eg, changing neurologist or if the primary end point -- implementation -- could not be measured despite the patient continuing to take fingolimod.

Results
=======

Implementation rates
--------------------

For all patients missing more than 14 capsules (n=10) per 6 months, refill patterns and self-report did not indicate a treatment interruption of more than 14 days, which would have required reinitiation under first-dose observation.

Fidelity to the protocol and performance integrity
--------------------------------------------------

Among all intended implementation measurements of persistent participants, three data sets of the month-6 visit could not be retrieved: one patient was traveling abroad, and two patients did not deliver the information on the number of capsules left in the package. Among 329 visits performed, 90.9% of pill counts were done as intended, ie, with the package present at the visit; 26 were done by photo, one was done by email, and four by telephone. Twelve visits were performed outside the visit window, but were still included into the analysis. Time deviations ranged between 5 days too late and 10 days too early.

Six patients were prescribed dose reductions during one or more measurement periods. The alternative prescribing pattern was either pausing every second or every third day. In five cases, the change was due to lymphocyte counts lower than 0.2×10^9^/L, and in one case due to a degenerative problem of the macula.

Some aspects should be mentioned about fidelity to the minimal-adherence intervention by the nurses performing the study. It is possible that some unintended behavior may have influenced or increased adherence: the nurses acknowledged participants' implementation achievements a lot. Also, patients often expressed feelings of guilt or shame if they had not taken all pills, and the nurses alleviated these expressions by explaining that missing some pills, eg, "was normal" or "that it would not reduce efficacy". For ethical reasons, because the adherence study was part of clinical care, addressing adherence was not omitted when deemed appropriate.
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![Equation for calculating the implementation rate of a 6-month period.\
**Notes:** The implementation rate is the ratio of capsules taken to the actual number of capsules possessed to the actual number of days prescribed, multiplied by 100, rounded to one decimal place.](ppa-11-1815Fig1){#f1-ppa-11-1815}

![Flow diagram of study participation.\
**Abbreviations:** ALOFS, at least one follow-up set; FAS, full-analysis set.](ppa-11-1815Fig2){#f2-ppa-11-1815}

![Mean implementation rates (%) per visit, with 95% CIs.](ppa-11-1815Fig3){#f3-ppa-11-1815}

![ORs for taking a designated capsule: two subgroup analyses.\
**Abbreviations:** DMT, disease-modifying treatment; ivDMT, intravenous DMT; iDMT, injectable DMT.](ppa-11-1815Fig4){#f4-ppa-11-1815}

![Cumulative incidence of nonpersistence.\
**Notes:** Between baseline and month 6, seven patients had discontinued fingolimod; three for months 6--12, five for months 12--18, and four for months 18--24. The gray shaded area represents 95% CIs.](ppa-11-1815Fig5){#f5-ppa-11-1815}

###### 

Definition of adherence (implementation) categories

  Adherence category      Percentage of capsules taken per 6 months   Number of capsules taken per 6 months (183 days)   Number of capsules missed per 6 months   Number of capsules not taken per 28-day package   Number of packages not taken per year (of 13 packages)
  ----------------------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  Perfectly adherent      100%                                        183                                                0                                        0                                                 0
  Optimally adherent      ≥96.2%                                      \>176                                              ≤7                                       ≤1                                                \~0.5
  Suboptimally adherent   \<96.2%                                     ≤176                                               \>7                                      \>1                                               \~0.5
  ≥85.8%                  \>157                                       ≤26                                                ≤4                                       \~2                                               
  Nonadherent             \<85.8%                                     ≤157                                               \>26                                     \>4                                               \~2

###### 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of study participants (n=98)

                                                            n    \%
  --------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------
  Sex                                                            
   Female                                                   78   79.6
   Male                                                     20   20.4
  Marital status                                                 
   Living alone                                             41   41.8
   Living with a partner                                    57   58.2
  Education                                                      
   University degree                                        41   41.8
   Polytechnic degree/vocational training                   57   58.2
  Number of previous MS drugs                                    
   None                                                     31   31.6
   One                                                      43   43.9
   Two                                                      18   18.4
   Three                                                    5    5.1
   Four                                                     1    1.0
  Previous DMT[a](#tfn1-ppa-11-1815){ref-type="table-fn"}        
   iDMTs                                                    51   76
    Interferon beta 1b                                      16   24
    Interferon beta 1a SC                                   8    12
    Interferon beta 1a IM                                   14   21
    Glatiramer acetate                                      13   19
   ivDMTs                                                   16   24
    Natalizumab                                             14   21
    Mitoxantrone                                            2    3

                                 Median   IQR (Q1; Q3)     Range
  ------------------------------ -------- ---------------- ------------
  Age (years)                    41.0     \[31.0; 46.0\]   22.0--71.0
  Years since diagnosis          4.6      \[1.0; 11.4\]    0.2--36.4
  Number of years of treatment   2.2      \[0.0; 8.8\]     0.0--25.0

**Notes:**

Previous DMT means the type of DMT the patient had before switching to fingolimod. Table modified from Multiple Sclerosis and Related Disorders 4(5); Zimmer A, Blaeuer C, Coslovsky M, Kappos L, Derfuss T. Optimizing treatment initiation: Effects of a patient education program on fingolimod treatment on knowledge, self-efficacy and satisfaction, pp 444--450, 2015, with permission of Elsevier.[@b24-ppa-11-1815]

**Abbreviations:** MS, multiple sclerosis; DMT, disease-modifying treatment; SC, subcutaneous; IM, intramuscular; iDMTs, injectable DMTs; ivDMTs, intravenous DMTs.

###### 

Summary of raw implementation rates and mean estimated implementation rates per visit

  Month                      n    Median   Mean raw rate (%)   IQR~1--3~    Range        Mean estimated rate (%)   95% CI
  -------------------------- ---- -------- ------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------------------- --------------
  6                          89   100      98.86               98.38--100   91.39--100   98.84                     98.66--98.99
  12                         85   100      98.46               98.08--100   85.25--100   98.4                      98.2--98.59
  18                         79   99.47    98.71               98.26--100   91.57--100   98.68                     98.49--98.86
  24                         76   99.49    98.49               98.35--100   85.86--100   98.47                     98.26--98.67
  Over 2 year study period   90                                                          98.61                     98.51--98.7

**Notes:** Mean implementation rates at each visit and over 2 years were estimated via logistic regression models with an intercept only; summing of all prescribed and taken pills over 2 years was done while ignoring missing values (ie, missing visits), which is equivalent to imputing the mean of each patient into their missing observations.

###### 

Implementation rate over time (along visit): categorical and continuous model by GEE with an unstructured matrix

  Model            Variable    Estimate   Robust SE   OR           95% CI   *P*-value
  ---------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------------ -------- -----------
  Categorical      Intercept   4.366      0.173       --           --       \<0.001
  Month 12         −0.307      0.15       0.74        0.55--0.99   0.041    
  Month 18         −0.091      0.175      0.91        0.65--1.29   0.602    
  Month 24         −0.242      0.174      0.79        0.56--1.1    0.165    
  Continuous       Intercept   4.339      0.19        --           --       \<0.001
  6-month change   -0.048      0.056      0.95        0.85--1.06   0.39     

**Notes:** In the categorical model, the month-6 visit is the reference; the continuous model takes time in 6-month leaps.

**Abbreviation:** GEE, generalized estimation equation.

###### 

Distribution of adherence (implementation) categories

  Adherence category   Optimal      Perfect      Suboptimal   Nonadherent   Total
  -------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------- -------
  6                    81 (91)      43 (48.3)    8 (9)        0             89
  12                   74 (87.1)    38 (44.7)    10 (11.8)    1 (1.2)       85
  18                   70 (88.6)    34 (43)      9 (11.4)     0             79
  24                   67 (88.2)    35 (46.1)    9 (11.8)     0             76
  Total                292 (88.8)   150 (45.6)   36 (11)      1 (0.3)       329

**Note:** The perfect adherence category is a subgroup of the optimal adherence category.

###### 

Reasons for nonpersistence with fingolimod by category (n=19)

  Category               Reason                                                                                     n
  ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---
  A                      Adverse events leading to contraindication for fingolimod                                  4
   Macular edema         3                                                                                          
   Lupus erythematodes   1                                                                                          
  B                      Pregnancy                                                                                  5
   Planned               2                                                                                          
   Unplanned             3                                                                                          
  C                      Lack of efficacy (agreed between patient and neurologist)                                  3
  D                      Adverse event or inconvenience resulting in the patient's wish to stop                     5
  E                      Patient's own decision to stop fingolimod or any treatment (independent from category D)   2
